Scavenger Hunt

TIMELINE

1. What is one reason people enter the sea?

2. Name an early material that divers used to help them stay under the water.

THE THRESHER LEGACY

3. What is the name of the submersible that found the Thresher?

4. Look for a picture of a space shuttle- Can you name a reason why the Navy and NASA worked together?

OCEANOGRAPHICS

5. As you travel further beneath the sea, pressure increases. Find the object that shrunk from going 10,000 feet below the ocean’s surface.

6. Name a sea creature that lives near deep sea vents.

TORPEDOES AND MINES

7. What fires a torpedo through the hull of a ship? (Hint: look for something red!)

8. What was the earliest mine made from?

9. What part of a torpedo keeps it moving in a steady line through the water?
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SUBMARINES

10. In Saving Submariners, can you identify two methods of rescue and escape?

11. What “fuel” is used to propel a missile out of a submarine missile tube?

12. Looking through the periscope in the Greenling Control Room, can you identify one of the submersibles in the parking lot?

13. What is a way to navigate a submarine, other than by periscope?

MARINE MAMMALS

14. Trainers need to give commands to dolphins and sea lions during training and exercises. How does a trainer get the marine mammal’s attention if the animal is underwater?

15. What advantage does a sea lion have over a dolphin when it comes to locating undersea objects?

NAVY EXPERIMENTAL DIVING UNIT

16. What do you call equipment that recycles air for a diver to breathe again?

17. Can you name the earliest piece of emergency equipment developed by Navy Experimental Diving Unit?

ROVS AND THE LOBBY

18. What is the name of the remotely operated vehicle that is used to recover torpedoes?

19. What is the highlighted artifact in the Lobby, just before the double doors?
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